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ELEMENTARY

High Tide, Low Tide (4th Grade)
Life Cycle ,f the Salmon (3rd 4th Grade)
Waterbirds (4th - 5th Grade)
Whales (4th - 6th Grade)

JUNIOR ,IGH

Beaches
Beach Profiles and Transects
Early Fishing Peoples of Puget Sound
Energy from the Sea
Literature and the Sea
Tides

Tools of Oceanography

SENIOR HIGH

American Poetry and the Sea
Marine Biology Activities
Marine Biology Field Trip Sites
Marshes, Estuaries and Wetlands
Squalls on Nisqually: A Simulation Game

C Copyright by Pacific Science Center, 1980.

This activity packet was produced at the Pacific Science Center in coopera-
tion with Washington Sea Grant and Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction. Permission to reprint these materials is subject to approval
by the Pacific Science Center. For permission or further information
contact the Pacific Science Center, 200 Second Avenue North, Seattle, WA
(206) 625-9333.
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PROJECT ORCA

The ocean? It's 2 miles away; it's 200 miles away; it's 2000 miles away. What
does it matter to me? For those students who live clone to the ocean, a lake or a
stream, the effect of water might be more obvious. For the student who lives on a
wheat farm in the arid inlands, the word ocean is remote. It may conjure up
images of surf, sand and sea gulls, experiences far removed from their daily
lives; or it may have no meaning at all. Yet for that same youngster, the reality
of the price of oversea wheat shipments or fuel costs for machinery are very real.
The understanding of weather and its effects on the success or failure of crops is
a basic fact of everyday life. The need for students to associate these daily
problems with the influence of the marine environment exists., It requires expo-
sure to ideas, concepts, skills and problem solving methods on the part of the
youngsters., It also requires materials and resources on the part of our educa-
tors.

The goals of ORCA (Ocean Related Curriculum Activities) are: 1) to develop a
basic awareness of ways in which water influences and determines the lives and
environments of all living things; and 2) to develop an appreciation of the rela-
tionship of water to the study of the natural sciences, social sciences, humani-
ties and the quality of life.

ORCA attempts to reach these goals by: 1) developing interdisciplinary curriculum
materials designed to meet the needs of students and teachers living in Washington
State, 2) developing a marine resource center, and 3) providing advisory services
for marine educators. In conjunction with these efforts, ORCA is coordinating
communication among educators throughout the state and the rest of the nation.

The curriculum materials are developed to be used in many areas including the
traditional science fields. They consist of activity packets which fit existing
curricula and state educational goals and are designed for use as either a unit or
as individual activities.

The ocean affects all our lives air.: we need to be aware and informed of the inter-
connections if we are to make sound decisions for the suture of the earth, the
ocean and our own well being. We hope that through Project ORCA, teachers will be
encouraged to work together to help students understand -nd appreciate the ocean
and the world of water as a part of our daily existence.
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BEACH PROFILES AND TRANSECTS (7-9 days)

ABSTRACT: To obtain useful information about beaches or any other study
site, careful measuremen'-z must be taken. The activity
l'rofileegives directions on how to measure and record the
profile of a slope. In the'transeceactivity, students sample
populations using the single line transect-quadrat method.
This activity is intended to follow up studies of Beach
Zonation in the packet"Beaches." It requires some familiarity
with intertidal organisms. The profile and transect activi-
ties can be done together or separately. Activities 1-4
can stand on their own, with no field trip. For the transect
activities, however, you will need to take the class to a
beach.

Student handouts and teacher information sheets are provided.
In addition to measuring and sampling techniques, analysis of
the inter-relatedness of beach life and environmental factors
is stressed.

SUBJECT AREAS: Biology, Ecology, Math

GRADE LEVELS: 8-9

WRITTEN Em Claire Jones
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BEACH PROFILES AND TRANSECTS

OBJECTNES The student will be able to:

1. name at least three different characteristics of beaches

about which useful information might be obtained,
2. name at least two different occupations in which such

information is used.
3. describe what a beach profile shows.
4. construct a range pole and sighting device in teams

of 3.

5. make fine adjustments on their sighting device.
6.4use the profile measuring technique as described here

to take readings of the slope of an area.
7. record elevation differences on the beach profile chart.
8. transfer data collected at the site into graph form.
9. explain what the graph shows about the slope of the

site.

10. use the profile measuring technique on the beach site.
11. realize that beaches are used by many people. Our

beaches area unique and valuable resource which
should be conserved.

12. treat beach animals with respect.
13. be able to state for what purposes the single line

transect-quadrat method is used.

14. understand that random sampling is needed for valid
population counts of large numbers.

15. use the single line transect-coadrat method to study
populations in the intertidal zone.

16. take data on environmental factors exposure, morphology,
salinity, at their quadrat.

17. construct at least one histogram showing the distribution
of a population of an organism along a transect line.

1P. draw some conclusions about a population as it relates
to the environmental factors of slope, sediment size
and exposure.



TABLE OF CONTENTS AND OVERVIEW

ACTMTY 1: WHO TAKES MEASUREMENTS AT THE BEACH AND WHY (1 DAY)

The need for careful measurement co gain useful information about
beaches is shown and students discuss who might use such inform-
ation. The meaning of a beach profile is introduc

ACTIVITY 2: MAKING EQUIPMEW. FOR PROFILE MEASUREMENT (1 DAY)

Students construct: a range pole and sighting device used for
taking profile readings and finely adjust their sighting devices.

ACTMTY 3: PRACTICE PROFILE MEASURING TECHNIQLE ON OR NEAR
SCHOOL GROUNDS (1 DAY)

Students use their equipment to take and record readings in
elevation differences on a site near school.

ACTIVITY 4: GRAPHING THE PROFILE (1 DAY)

Back in the classroom, the data is transferred to graphic form.
The end result shows a line with the same slope as the site where
the readings were taken.

ACTIVINS: BEACH FIELD TRIP (OPTIONAL - 1 DAY)

Students measure the profile at a beach.

Amln(6: SINGLE LINE TRANSECT - QUADRAT METHOD OF POPULATION
ANALYSIS (1 DAY)

Students are introduced to concepts of random sampling and uses
of the transect line and quadrat method for population counting.

ACTMTY 7: BEACH TRANSECT (1 DAY)

In a field trip to the beach, students use the single line transect
-quadrat method to study populations in the intertidal zone and
take data on environmental factors.
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ACTMTY8: ANALYZING THE DATA (1-2 DAYS)

Students draw conclusions about the life forms they found on the
beach as they are affected by distance from low tide level, beach
morphology, exposure and salinity.

EVALUATION VOCABULARY BIBLIOGRAPHY
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44
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ACTMTY I:

WHO TAKES MEASUREMENTS AT THE BEACH

AND WHY (1 day)
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ACTIVITY 1: WHO TAKES MEASUREMENTS AT THE BEACH AND WHY (1 day)

CONCEPTS:

OBJECTIVES:

TEACHER
PREPARATION:

See materials list below.

1. Careful measurements must' be made if information about
a beach (or other area) is to be useful.

2. Users of information about beaches might include the
State Ecology Department, conservationists, fisherpeople,
oil companies, shoreline management aaencies, tourists.

The student will be able to:
1. name at least three different characteristics of beaches

about which useful information might be obtained.
2. name at least two different occupations in which such

information is used.
3. describe what a beach profile shows.

MATERIALS: 1. 2 or 3 pictures or slides of the same beach from different
points of view. Your own snapshots or magaz'ne pictures
will do.

2. 2 or 3 different maps: road map, contour map, atlas
3. Copies of"Student Guide to Profiles and Transectefor

each student.

PROCEDURES: 1. Distribute"Student Guide to Profiles and Transects."
Explain that students should be familiar, with each
objective by the end of the activity packet, and that
the guide is for their use so that they know what is
expected of them.

2. Show the students the photographs of the beach. Ask

them to tell you what they know about the beach by
looking at the pictures. They may offer information
about whether it is a sandy or rocky beach, the slope, the
type of organisms that live there. If not, ask them,
Accept only information that can be gained through obser-
vation of the pictures. It should become clear that very
little useful information is available. At this point,
ask what other kind of information could be gathered if
they had the time, equipment and know-how. The exact
slope of the beach, composition of the rocks/sand, types
of organisms and how many live there, the extent of
high and low tides--measurements in terms of n.mbers must
be taken.
Who would use this information? Have students come up
with their own ideas.
Examples might be: conservation groups, city planners,
shoreline management agencies, ecologists and other
scientists, oil companies.
Why would such information be important?
Preserving the beach, developing the site, recreational
and commercial uses, prevention of exploitation.
How can the information about the physical character-
istics of the beach be given to someone else who has
never seen the beach?
The students might suggest maps, charts, tables and graphs

in addition to photographs.

12



3. Focus the discussion on maps and have them offer sug-
gestions of what information maps give. Di3tances,
directions, contour of Zand, relationship of features
to one another. Show 2 or 3 different types of maps.
Explain that the class is going to make a type of map
showing the slope of an area at school--and at the beach
if you can take a field trip.
Maps which show directions across and down are called
cross-sectional maps. If you cut a piece from the end
of a log and look at it, what you see is a cross section.
The cross-section of an area or beach that they will
map will show the slope, or profile, of the beach along
the line of cross-sectioning.

13



Student Handout NAME

DATE

PERIOD

STUDENT GUIDE TO PROFILES AND 2RANSECTS

After completing this unit you should:

1. realize that beaches are used by many people. Our beaches are a unique

and valuable resource which should be conserved.

2. understand that beach animals deserve respect.

3. understand that information about beaches is useful to the private citizen,
the ecology department, the shoreline management agency, the conservationist,
and the oil company, as well as many others.

4. know that we must make careful measurements, record, and analyze them. These

three steps make information useful.

5. be able to describe what a beach profile shows.

6. be familiar with the skills needed to collect and present accurate information.

These skills include:

a. using the profile measuring technique to determine the profile
of a beach or other slope.

b. graphing skills such as transferring data collected at the site
into graph form.

c. interpreting the graph of a slope.

d. understanding how the quadrat technique is used to count large
populations of living things that move slowly or not at all.

e. realizing that transects show how populations of living things
are related to their environment.

f. realizing that random sampling is needed for accurate population

counts of large numbers.

g. being able to use the single line transect-quadrat technique on
site.

h. being able to draw some conclusions about populations as t 'y

relate to environmental factors. Such factors include s] 2e,

sediment size, exposure, and salinity.

14



ACTMTY 2:

MAKING EQUIPMENT FOR PROFILE

MEASUREMENT (1 day)

15
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ACTMTY 2: MAKING EQUIPMENT FOR PROFILE MEASUREMENT (1 day)

CONCEPTS: The equipment for one method of taking profile measurement
includes a tall range pole, a shorter pole for the sighting
device and a stake to marl- the starting noint.

OBJECTIVES: Students will:

1. construct a range pole and sighting device in teams of 3.
2. make fine adjustments on their sighting device.

TEACHER

PREPARATION: 1. The teacher should familiarize her/himself with the
directions for making tho equipment (if time allows,
make a set yourself beforehand) before leading the stu-
dents through it.

2. Sharpen the ends of the stakes and the sighting poles
(the snort poles) so that they can be pounded into the
ground.

3. You may wish to paint the range (long) poles white prior
to marking to make them easier to spot.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

1. Run off: one copy of directions for each student
one copy of patterns for juice cans for each

team of three

2. For each team of three students:
1" x 1" x 8' pine pole
1" x 2" x 4' pine pole
orange juice can
hammer and nails
sinker (or some small weight)
cup hook or screw eye
thread
red tape
masking tape
black grease pencil
meter stick

1. Hand out directions for making equ4ment and have students
read through it before beginning work.

2. Teams of three are optimum for the measurement activity,
so we suggest that the students are grouped in threes now
to build the equipment with the same classmates whom they
will be working with later on.

3. Pass out the materials.
4. Have the students work through the directions. Here are

some things to watch out for:
a. Before screwing the eye screw (or cup hook) be sure

it is far enough below the meter mark on the sighting
pole so that it will not get in the way of the juice
can (3-4 inches will do).

b. Ensure that the reference lines are drawn straight
and parallel to the long edges of the sighting pole.

16



BIBUOGRAPHY

c. The students should not tape their juice cans
securely until after they have made their fine
adjustments. A lot of tape can be wasted if they
need to remove it to adjust the cans a fraction
of an inch.

d. When making the fine adjustments indoors. it is
difficult to hold the sighting pole perfectly
straight and perpendicular for a long period of
time. The third team member should keep an eye
on the plumb and let the sighter know if it is
not vertical.

"Contour Mappinqn,National Wildlife Federati.on, Minnesota

Environmental Sciences Foundation, Inc., 1972. Avail-
able from: The National Wildlife Federation

Educational Servicing
1412 16th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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STUDENT HANDOUT NAME

DATE

PERIOD

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING PROFILE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

,!ou will need four pieces of equipment when taking profile measurements: a range
pole, sighting device, stake and meter stick. The range pole is the tall pole
and will be measured and marked off along its entire length. The short pole will
have the sighting device constructed from an orange ;dice can and us 3 a fishing-
line sinker as a leveling device.

Range Pole Use tall pole (8')
red tape
pencil
grease pencil
meter stick

Using a meter stick, take the tall pole and mark off intervals of 10 centimeters

from the bottom. Use the grease pencil to label each mark, starting with 10
centimeters from the bottom. When you get to 100 centimeters, label it 1 meter
and wrap red tape around that mark (100 centimeters equals 1 meter). Continue
marking in centimeters (110, 120. . .) until you get to 200. Label that 2 meters,
and wrap red tape at that mark. The poles will vary, bul your last mark should
be about 250 centimeters. Also wrap red tape around the marks at 50, 150, and
250 centimeters to make them easier to see.

O O
)) 14;0 0 Co VD O O

Sighting Device

RANGE POLE

Use: short pole, 1" x 2" x 4', pointed at one end
orange juice can open at one end
eye screw or cup hook
thread
sinker or weight
patterns for juice can
hammer and nails
grease pencil
meter stick
masking tape

The sharp end of the short pole will be driven into the ground. With the grease
pencil, mark a line (the guideline) at the bottom of the pole at the point up to
which the pole will be driven. Measure exactly one meter up from the guideline,
and draw a line across one of the flat 2" surfaces of the pole. Using your meter
stick as a straight edge, draw a vertical line down the middle of the same side.
This line is your reference line and should be parallel to the lengthwise edges
of the pole. Using a hammer and nail, start a hole right on the reference line
a few inches below the meter mark. Screw the screw eye (or cup hook) into that
hole. Attach the sinker or other weight to a thread a little less than 1 meter

18



long and tie the other end to the hook or eve. The thread will hang down, weiahted
by the sinker, right along the reference line when the pole is perfectly oeruendi-
cular to the around. The sinker will not tiuch the around. This is your leveling
device.

The orange juice can is used for a sighting device. Us;i.ng the patterns, find the
exact center of the closed end and hammer a nail partway in to make a hole. The
other pattern shows where to punch small holes around the open end. Draw 2 short
lengths of string through the holes and tape the ends on the outside of the can.
The threads should be tight so that you get a cross-hair pattern with the cross
in the exact center of the open end.

Now tape the orange can in position on the meter mark at right angles to the
pole. The distance between the center of the juice can (where the cross hairs
meet) and the guideline at the base of the pole should be exactly 1 meter.

MASK /NC TAPE

Sighting Pole

/
, ORANGE JUICE CAN

THREAD
CRossimats

CUP /VOA'
404

PLUMB L/iV

3NVICEA,,

REPERENCE
hiAtx

CUIDEXINE

19

/ METER

I,

13
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Once the sighting devices are made, they will need to be finely adjusted so the
can is exactly at right angles to the pole. This can be done indoors:

1. Measure from the point on the bottom of the pole to the middle of the can.
This should be slightly over 1 meter since it includes the end that will be
driven into the ground when you use it outside.

2. Measure and mark-,with a pencil the same height on the range pole. (Make it
temporary, since'this mark wil- only be used once, for adjustment.)

3. Have one member of the team place the range pole against a wall, perpendi-
cular to the floor.

4. Have the second member hold the sighting pole upright a few feet away. The
third member should check the plumb line so that it lines up exactly with
the reference line drawn on the sighting pole.

5. The second member now sights through the hole in the can to the mark on the
range pole (the first member can put his/her hand on the mark on the range
pole so it can be clearly seen). If the point where the threads cross lines
up exactly with the mark on the range pole, the sighting device is in perfect
alignment. The juice can may need slight adjusting. ace the cross hairs
line up with the range pole mark, securely tape the can in that position. It
is now ready to use outside.

Orange Juice Can Patterns

4yael ce4c(er

For nal( hole
/411a.ech Ihread
al Me :se /oothes
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ACTMTY 3.

PRACTICE PROFILE MEASURING TECHNIQUE ON

OR NEAR SCHOOL GROUNDS (1 day)
21
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ACTMTY 3:
PRACTICE PROFILE MEASURING TECHNIQUE ON OR NEAR SCHOOL
GROUNDS (1 day)

CONCEPTS: 1. The technique of taking measurements for a beach profile
involves sighting carefully from one pole to another and
using a plumb line to ensure that the reading is taken
from a true vertical position.

2. The data that is taken represents the difference in verti-
cal elevation between the two poles which are placed 2
meters apart.

OBJECTIVES: The students will be able to:

1. use the profile measuring technique as described here to
take readings of the slope of an area..

TEACHER
2. record elevation differences on the beach profile chart.

PREPARATIOF You may wish to practice the technique yourself before intro-
ducing it to the students so that you know what it entails
and can anticipate difficulties students may have.

MATERIALS: 1. Run off copies of the
*Student Handout - "Beach Profile"
*Chart - "Beach Profile"
*Worksheet - "Taking P'.::adings"--

you may wish to make a transparency of the drawing.
2. Each team of three will needy

meter stick
range pole
sighting pole
clipboard or piece of cardboard, pencil
hammer or heavy object to drive in stakes - sighting pcle
stake

PROCEDURES: 1. Ha 1 out the directions for Leach profile measurement and
review with the class to ensure that they understand the
technique they will be using. These points will need
ext'a clarification before students go outside with their
equipment.

a. Make sure students understand that the sighting pole
must be held straight vertically in order to get a
good reading. How do they know when it's straight?
When the thread on plumb line hangs down along the
reference line which has been drawn on the pole.

b. The relationship between the reading that is taken
and the difference in elevation can be confusing.
When tha reading is 100 cm or 1 meter, as in this
sketch, what is the difference in elevation? (0 -

level ground)

22
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c. What is recorded on the chart? ZOO for range pole
reading; 0 for elevation differences.

2. Pass out the student worksheets and call students' atten-
tion to Picture B. Does this show a slope? Yes, uphiZZ.

3. Have them fill in the reading (75). What does this mean
in terms of the difference in elevation of the person
holding the range pole as compared to the sighting pole?
They stand higher. How much higher is the range pole in
picture B? 25 cm.

4. The students should understand that since the sighting
device is at 1 meter or 100 cm, a reading of 75 on the
range pole shows that it is standing 25 centimeters higher.
This is the result of a simple subtraction:

100 cm (height of sighting device)
-75 cm (reading on mange pole)
25 cm

This elevation difference, a positive one, should be
recorded on the chart as +25.
How does picture C slope? Downhill.
What is the reading on the range pole? Z30 cm.

What should be recorded on the chart for the elevation
difference? -30 cm, result of.. ZOO cm

- Z30 cm

- 30 cm
5. Make sure students understand that the positive (+) or

negative (-) sign is crucial: "+" for a positive (uphill)
slope, and "-" for a negative (downhill) slope.

6. Pass out materials, using same groups of three that built
the equipment. Take profile neasurements as directed in
the student handout in some area near the school which
has a measurable slope. The students will gain exper-
ience in a team measuring technique and will know what to
do if you are able to visit the beach.
The students should follow directions on the activity
sheet and record their measurements on the chart provided.
The charts should be saved for the next class session.

EXTENDED

ACTIVITIES: You may wish to use a marked rope, instead of meter sticks, for
measuring horizontal distances between readings. A 20-meter
length cord or light clothesline should be adequate for each
group. Have students mark the rope beforehand at two-meter
intervals with tape and waterproof marking pen.

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Contour Mapping, National Wildlife Federation, Minnesota
Environmental Sciences Foundation, Inc.

Beaches, Shifting, Sands of Gold - Leaflet #3, 4-H Publications
#16-3a, May 1976; obtainable from Clemson University Exten-
sion Service: Clemson, South Carolina 29631.

Credits and thanks to Marr:aret Bonham.
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STUDENT WORKSHEET TAKING READINGS

Lave OF SIGHT

no

What is the reading here?

What do you record on the chart?

C) What is the reading?

What do you record?

a
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STUDENT HANDOUT
"Beach Profile"

Materials

For each team of three students:

pencil

clipboard or something to write on
2 meter sticks
level (optional)

Your team will probably work most smoothly if:

NAME

DATE

PERIOD

BEACH

one person is the recorder, recording on the chart the range pole reading and
the elevation difference given by the sighter. S/he also checks the
plumbline to make sure the sighting pole is held vertically.

one person is the sighter, making the sightings to determine the + or -
elevation differences.

and one person is the holder, holding the range pole upright so the sighter
can make the sightings.

These duties can be rotated so each member gets a chance to do each.

Stand at the water's edge and look up the slope of the beach to the high tide
mark. (TYe high tide line is usually clearly marked by debris.) Describe or
sketch it in the space provided.

Is the description true for the entire beach?

25
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STUDENT HANDOUT - BEACH PROFILE

Work will start at the water's edge. This way all groups will be on the same
contour level to start with.

1. Sight at right angles to the water line and send one team member up the
beach to drive a stake into the ground. This stake will be the goal point
toward which the team will work.

2. The sighter, using the sighting pole, sights on the goal stake and drives
his/her pole into the ground up to the guideline. Now the range pole holder
stations him/herself 2 meters away from the sighter, between the sighter and
the goal stake, so that the sighter can see the range pole through the sight-
ing device.

3. The recorder should check the plumb line on the sighting pole to make sure it
is being held perfectly vertical. Adjust, if necessary.

...II 111
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STUDENT HANDOUT - BEACH PROFILE (continued)

21

4. The sighter, looking through the nail hole and sighting through the cross
hairs of the juice can, snould instruct the range pole holder to move is/her
hand up or down the pole until the hand is along the same line of sight as
the cross hairs.

5. The recorder now records on the beach profile chart the range pole reading
and the -1.irference in elevation between the poles. Tnis figure is obtained
by subtracting the reading on the range pole from 100 centimeters. (100 cm =
1 meter = height of sighting device.) If the range pole is at a higher ele-
vation, we get a positive (+) figure, if it is at a lower elevation, our
difference is negative (-).

6. The sighter moves the sight pole to exactly the same spot where the range pole
is placed and drives it in. The range pole now moves 2 meters closer to the
goal stake. Repeat steps 3-6 until the goal stake is reached.

27
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STUDENT HANDOUT

CHART FOR BEACH PROFILE READINGS

READING #

NAME

DATE

PERIOD _ _ .....

TIDE

Range Pole Reading Elevation Difference + or -

28



ACTIM 4:
GRAPHING THE PROFILE

(1 day)
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ACTIVITY 4: GRAPHING THE PROFILE (1 day)

CONCEPTS:

OBJECTIVES:

TEACHER
PREPARATION:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

1. Data on elevation differences from point to point shows
the slope of the site when transferred to graphic form.

2. We exaggerate the vertical distances on a graph to show
the change in slope more dramatically.

The student will:
1. transfer data collected at the site into graph form.
2. explain what the graph shows about the slope of the site.

If your students are not familiar with the use of scale
measurement on a graph, you may wish to do additional learning
Activity #1, "Scale Measurement."

Completed Student Handout chart for "Beach Profile Readings"
cm graph paper xerox enough for class

rulers
pencils
protractors
Teacher Information Sheet "Sample Profile" made into

transparency

1. The students transfer their table of measurements onto a
graph to give a pictorial representation of the slope.
The line on the graph will show the same ups and downs as
the slope. Show the sample profile to give an idea of
what they are to lo.
Make the horizontal axis the horizontal distance (which
will be in 2 meter increments) and the vertical axis the
elevation difference. Since the data was recorded as the
change in elevation from each previous reading, all one
needs to do to graph it is to increase two meters 1,_om
the previous point and then either go up for a positive.
difference or down for a negative difference. Students

should now see why it was important to cet the "+" or "-"
sign for each reading.
Since the measurements were taken in metric, we are using
centimeter graph paper. A convenient scale to start with
is one meter = one centimeter for both axis. After they
have completed this, look at the sample profile again.
What is the scale here? 2 meters = 1 cm on the horizontal
axis; l meter = l cm on the vertical axis.
Note: The vertical distances are exaggerated with respect
to he horizontal distances on the graph. Ask the students
what reason they can give for such an exaggeration. To
show the change in slope more dramatically, and to fit
the graph on a page.
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2. You may now wish to repeat the graphing with exaggera-
tion on, the vertical axis. Have the students use what-
ever scale they wish and compare the resultant graphs.
Can the students determine the approximate angle of
slope of the ar a at any given point? A protractor can
be used if the scale used is the same as the one used
in the sample graph, an angle of 30° on the graph wiZZ
actually represent a 15° angle at that point on the
slope because the vertical change was exaggerated by a
factor of two on the graph.

3. Have the students describe the profile of the area as
depicted by their graph. How do their graphs compare
to the rough sketch or description they made in the
beginning of the activity? Do different students'
graphs show a different profile? If so, why? They were
at different places or used a different scaZe or made an
error.

If they measured the same spot again in three months,
would the profile be the same? Why or why not? On
school grounds or stream banks. uin and people might
change the slope.
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ACTMTY 5:

BEACH FIELD TRIP

(optional 1 day)
34
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ACTIVITY 5: BEACH FIELD TRIP (optional-1 day)

CONCEPTS: 1. The profile of a beach can be easily measured.
2. Beaches are used by many people. Our beaches are a

unique and valuable resource which should be conserved.

OBJECTIVES: The students will:
1. use the profile measuring technique on a beach site.

2. treat beach animals with respect.

TEACHER

PREPARATION: Read the field trip guidelines for some hints on planning
a beach field trip and safety at the site. Visit the beach

site beforehand to make sure it is appropriate for the
activity.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

Field Trip Guidelines (same as for Activity 3)

For each team of three:
fresh copies of chart "Beach Profile"
meter stick (or marked rope)
range pole
sighting pole
clipboard or piece of cardboard, pencil
hammer or heavy object to drive in stakes and sighting

pole
stake

1. Prior to a beach trip, go over field trip guidelines.
Impress upon the students the value of our beaches as
a natural resource and the need to respect the life forms

there.
2. If you cannot visit a salt water beach, the shore of a

lake or stream will work s well if it has an observable

slope.
3. Repeat the activity as directed in the Student Handout.

This exercise may be concurrent with other field trip
activities. This would reduce the materials needed, since
not all students would be doing the same activity at once.

EXTENDED
ACTMTIES: 1. Make graphs of the beach profile as directed for the data

from the school site.
Have students transfer their measurements onto a graph as
they did on Day 3 and carry on a similar discussion.

2. Go back and measure the profile in the same place on the

beach 3 months later. Discuss the change or lack of it.

Study beach processes--see ORCA packet: "Beach Processes".

3. If you are not able to do the ORCA activity packet on
beaches, you may wish to show the film "Beach, A River of
Sand" at this point and briefly discuss beach processes.

BIBUOGRAPHY: ORCA packets: "Beach Processes" and "Field Trip Guide to
Puget Sound Beaches", Pacific Science Center, 1978.
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Teacher Information Sheet
29

FIELD TRIP GUIDELINES

Emphasize conservation

A field trip to the seashore can be an exciting experience as well as
a valuable educational tool. We in the Pacific Northwest are fortunate
in the extent and variety of tidelands and marine life along our shores.
This is a valuable natural resource and it is just as important to con-
serve seashore life as it is to conserve forests and other wildlife.
The attitudes and practices that you, the teacher, display are important,
as much of what our students learn about conservation is better "caught:"
than taught.

1. Take nothing from the beach unless nere is a planned use for it.
Squelch the "save it and take it home' impulse. Seashore life is best
seen and studied in its natural habitat. Unless there is a valid use
for a specimen to be brought back into the classroom, leave it und]s-
turbed in its natural setting so it may be observed by others.

2. Replace overturned rocks. Rocks protect many intertidal animals from
shorebirds and drying out by .gun and wind. If you turn over a rock and
do not return it to its original position you expose the creatures shel-
tering beneath it and at the same time destroy algae and animals that
were living cn top of it. Imagine what would happen to the marine life
on a beach if everyone that visited it turned over ;1 rock and left it
that way.

3. Help stamp out litter. Make it a habit to carry a strong bag or
other container on all your beach trips. Litter is not only unsightly
on the beach, but it may play a part in changing the balance of life on
the shore. Encourage students to place litter they find on the beach,
as well as their own, into a trash container.

4. Watch your step. One person can do considerable damage to plants and
animals by stepping on them, so think what a group of 30 could do. Avoid
using rocks as stepping stones, as this concentrates your weight and may
crush creatures living under them.

5. Leave things as they are. If students pick up animals and examine
them, they should return them to the spot where they found them. Most
animals have specific feeding requirements, and live at specific tidal
heights. Moving them to another part of the beach may kill them just
as surely as removing them from the beach. A good practice for groups
is to take one or more large plastic tubs to be filled with sea water and
placed in a central location. Interesting specimens can be placed there
for observation and returned to their 'home' after observation. Tubs
should be in a shaded area, and half of the water should be changed every
half hour to keep the temperature cool and to provide sufficient oxygen
for the animals.

6. Respect the life forms you find. Handle marine animals carefully
if you move them. It is senseless to poke these creatures with a stick
or otherwise thoughtlessly disturb and damage them. Some creatures
cannot re-attach themselves once they are pried off. Do not nry any
thing loose from a rock or shell if it seems firmly attached.

36
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Teacher Information Sheet

For Safety's Sake

1. Take only a group of manageable size to the beach. A group of 30
students or less is a reasonable size. Have an adequate number of adults
along to help supervise. One adult for every 5-10 students is a good
ratio.

2. Be sure students are dressed properly; long pants, rubber boots or
tennis shoes, and a warm jacket are musts for the beach even on a sunny,
warm day. It's usually cooler at the beach than elsewhere.

3. Have a first-aid kit along. Algae on rocks can be slippery, and
barnacles and mussels are razor sharp.

4. Check weather conditions before starting; a stormy winter beach is not
a good place to take students. In the Seattle area, call 662-1111 for the
daily weather report.

5. Climbing on rocks, playing on logs near the water, and wading where
currents exist are all potentially dangerous activities. Discourage these
types of activities.

6. Caution students not to let the tide come in behind them, and to watch
for that extra large 'sneaker wave'.

7. Assign students to a buddy system while at the beach. This provides
the students with a working partner and eliminates the poss:',ility of
losing one student and not noticing it until faced with a distressed parent.

Planning Hints

1. Always visit the site beforehand so that you are certain is is appro-
priate and can gear your activities and discussion to its unique qualities.

2. Plan to be at the beach an hour before low tide; it is safer to be on
the beach with an outgoing tide. Tides of +1 or lower are good for tide-
pooling trips. These tides usually occur during the daylight hours of
fall and spring months. Tidetables are available at sperting goods stores,
the chamber of commerce, tourist information offices, or in local newspapers.

3. Schedule a familiarization time when you first hit the beach. Discussion
can include these points: What kind of rocks are present? How steep is
the beach? What is the surf condition?

4. Divide the class into small groups, each with a specific task. This
can make the trip more worthwhile.

5. Be sure to bring all the materials you need. No matter what the activities,
always bring: a large litter bag, first-aid kits, and a tub for observation
of good specimens.
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Teacher Information Sheet

Planning Hints (continued)

31

6. Prepare your class beforehand as to what they can expect to find
and what they will be doing. A variety of literature and films is
available to use in preparing for the trip.

7. After the trip, do some follow-up activities. You might want the
students to share with each other, or with other classes. It's a good
idea to keep a file on what you will change the next time you go on a
field trip, as well as how you prepared for this one.

Credit to Liz Sears and Oregon Sea Grant Advisory Service.
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ACTIVITY 6:

SINGLE UNE TRANSECT-QUADRAT METH

(1 day)
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ACTIVITY 6: SINGLE UNE TRANSECT-QUADRAT METHOD (1 day)

CONCEPTS:

OBJECTIVES:

TEACHER

PREPARATION: We suggest that you read the background information on beach
transects and look over the student handouts before the session.

1. A transect is a line, imaginary or otherwise, used as a
guide to study ecological variation.

2. The quadrat technique is used to count large populations
that move slowly or not at all.

3. Random sampling is necessary for valid population counts.

The students will:
1. be able to state for what purposes the single line

transect-quadrat method is used.
2. understand that random sampling is needed for valid

population counts of large numbers.
3. mark ropes at 2 meter intervals for use as transect lines.

MATERIALS: One rope or heavy twine 10 meters long, per transect
Tape
Meter stick
Waterproof marking pen
Run off: Student Handout on Transects 1 per student

PROCEDURES: 1. Tell the students they are going to take a census, or
count, of some of the animal and plant populations at
the beach in order to learn more methods of obtaining
useful information about a beach site.
Can they define a population? Members of the same
species living in a certain area.
How could they accurately count a population? SmaZZ
populations such as the number of trees in a yard, would
be counted individually.
Ask for an example of a large population at the beach.
Snails

Could they count the entire population, very easily? No.

How would they go about estimating such a large number?
Suggestions might include counting only a small section,
counting by tens.
Explain that the quadrat technique they will be using
employs ;ounting a small area of the study site and then
multiplying the number of these small areas in the whole
study area. The numbers of organisms in each quadrat
can be expected to differ as the environmental factors
differ.

2. Review student worksheet on beach transects to make sure
they understand the techniques. (See teacher background
for more information.) Emphasize:
1. Importance of relating population count to environ-

mental factors to better understand the ecology
(interaction of living things and their environment.)

2. Necessity of random sampling to get accurate counts.
3. Have students mark the ropes to be used for transect

lines at 2 meter intervals with tape and waterproof
marking pens.
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TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET
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BEACH TRANSECTS - BACKGROUND

The single line transect-quadrat is one of many methods used by ecologists to
study the distribution of organisms in comparison to the environmental factors.
It is well-suited to studies of the intertidal area since the life-zones are
compressed to a width of a few vertical feet. An additional advantage of the
intertidal zone is that the majority of organisms do not move, or they move very
slowly and can be easily studied.

Before the beach trip, mark lines for each transect (twine or heavy string) with
consecutively numbered tags 2 meters apart. At the beach, run the line perpen-
dicular from the low tide line up an area of the shore which would give the most
representative sample of organisms found in the area. The placement of this line
is highly subjective. A station may lie on a position that represents a micro-
habitat, e.g. a sand pocket tidepool, etc. Ideally, many single line transects
should be made across any one shore area.

At each statf'311, the number of organisms in a meter quadrat is determined. The
theory behind basing any measure of organisms on the square meter is to be able
to relate to the availability of the sun's energy striking the earth on a square
meter of surface ar,:a. However, since the life in the intertidal zones of
beaches in our region is so rich, it is difficult and tedious to count an entire
square meter. Instead we will use the area enclosed by a wire coat hanger for
sampling at each station along the transect.

By sampling at predetermined distances,you eliminate bad counts which you get by
random selection of count sites. This is because in random selection there are
always subjective factors: e.g. "There are more snails here", or "It looks
eL3ier to dig there." In studying populations you want to know where they are
as well as where they are not.

Assign teams of 2 or 3 students to count at each station on the transect as
described in the student worksheet. Each team should count 2 or 3 quadrats and
the entire class 3 or 4 transect lines in order to get a representative sampling.
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STUDENT HANDOUT

TRANSECTS

NAME__

DATE

PERIOD

Ecology is the study of the relationships between living things and their envir-

onment. An ecologist studies the intertidal zone with these questions in mind:

Where is an organism found along this shore?

Is the location of an organism affected by wave action? Exposure?

Salinity? The surface it lives on (substrate)?

We will be using the transect-quadrat method to count the number of living things

in relation to their surroundings. A line called a transect is marked off on

the beach; the plants and animals are counted in small plots along this line called

quadrats.

The class will lay a transect line at right angles to the water's edge. Stations

will be marked every 2 meters. Be sure to mark the distance from the low tide

mark to your team's assigned station. Count plots or quadrats in the area

enclosed by a wire coat hanger. The coat hanger should touch the transact line

at the 2-meter mark.

Sketch your quadrat below. Show surface geology and general location of sea

animals and sea plants (algae).
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ACTIVITY 7:

BEACH TRANSECT

(1 day)
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ACTIVITY 7: BEACH TRANSECT (1 day)

CONCEPTS:

OBJECTIVES:

TEACHER

PREPARATION: 1. This session can be combined with the first session on
beach profiles, since both activities are easily done on
the same beach at the same time.

2. Familiarize yourself with the classification table of
beach rock sizes.

3. Go over the fie:d trip guidelines, if not already done in
Activity #5. Impress upon the students the value of our
beaches as a natural resource and the need to respect the
life forms there. The guidelines also give some hint.., on
planning a beach field trip and safety at the site.

4. Visit 1 beach site beforehand to make sure it is appropriate
for the measurement aecivity.

1. Data is taken on environmental factors in order to better
understand population distribution.

2. Environmental factors include:
a. exposure
b. beach morphology
c. salinity
d. moisture distance from low tide line.

The students will:
1. use the single line transect-quadrat method to study

populations in the intertidal zone.
2. take data on environmental factors exposure, morphology,

salinity - at their quadrat.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

';.ed ropes

n stakes
.r or heavy object to drive stakes

Fol. each team:

pencils
clipboards or cardboard to write on
wire coat hanger
Student Handouts:

"Beach Transects"
"Beach Environment Data Sheet"
"population Data Sheet"

Teacher Information Sheet: "Beach Rock Size"

At the beach or transect site:
1. Students may work in teams of two or three. It is

desirable to have half the class aoing the beach profile,
while half does the transect activity, and then switch.
This will require only half as ouch equipment.

2. Have transect lines marked at every 2 meters, and assign

teams to each marked "station". Lay out 3 transect lines;,

the entire class can cooperate on this. Start from the

low tide line and lay the lines perpendicular to the
water's edge to a point beyond the splash zone. Secure

the line with stakes or rocks where necessary.
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EXTENDED

=WES: 1. If your study area for transects has a spar le distribu-
tion of organisms (e.g., a sandy or pebbly beach), use
larger quadrats. Students might make square meter frames
out of wood or scrap materials, or use old hula hoops.
(Remember those?)

2. For closer examination of organisms at the beach, bring
along magnifying glasses. Specimens may be put in a tub
in a shady place. Once everyone has looked at the organ-
isms, return them to their habitat.

39

3. Each team can count 2 or 3 stations or quadrats; have
the class complete counts on all 3 transect lines.

4. Students should follow directions on the activity sheet
and answer all questions at the beach site. Each team
will need to fill out a copy of both worksheets ("Beach
Environment Data Sheet" and "Population Data Sheet.")
for each transect counted. If students have studied the
organisms of the intertidal zone, ask them to identify
each type found in their coat hanger quadrat. If they
have not, ask them to describe and sketch each organism.

Transect lines with stations should look something like this:

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Transect Studies, National Wildlife Federation, Minnesota
Environmental Sciences Foundation, Inc. Available from:
The National Wildlife Federation
Educational Servicing
..412 16th Street N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

CreJit to Bob Eacker, Alan Ostenson, am' Sam Mitchell.
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Teacher Information Sheet

CLASSIFICATION TABLE FOR BEACH ROCK SIZE

(MODIFIED FROM WENTWORTH SCALE)

Name of
Particles Size Limits

Boulders >265 mm

Cobbles 64-256 mm

Gravel 2-64 mm

Sand .0625-2 mm

Silt .0039-.0625 mm

Clay <.0039 mm

These terms describe the size of particles
forming the beach and not the color or
chemical composition of the materials.

46

Approximate
Inch Equivalents

>10 in.

2.5-10

0.08-2.5 in.

0.002-0.08 in.

0.00015-0.002 in.

<0.00015 in.



Student Handout

41

NAME

DATE

PERIOD

BEACH ENVIRONMENT DATA SHEET

To investigate the effect of the environment on each animal, you will need to
take some measurements of the environment. Later you will compare your popu-
lation counts with other samples in the transect. If there is a difference,
measurements might show why.

1. Geological factors: Slope: Steep

2. The surface or substrate has a
great effect on determining
what organisms may live there.
Make a rough estimate of the
percentages of these types of
surfaces in your quadrat.
(i.e., 10%, 25%, about half
or 50%, etc.)

Medium Low

Sediment Size
fine sand
coarse sand
gravel

cobbles
boulders
bed rock

Percent

3. Exposure factors: Where is your quadrat in relation to high and low tide
levels?

4. If you are not near sources of pollution, test for salinity by digging a
hole and tasting the water that flows into it.

Salty Not Salty

5. Is your quadrat exposed to the sun or in the shade? How much of the day?
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STUDENT HANDOUT

POPULATION DATA SHEET

NAME

DATE

PERIOD

Station #
Distance from low tide line

meters

How many different types of organisms do you count within your coat hanger
quadrat?

Is the Quadrat sparsely or densely populated?

Count and record the numbers of each organism you have found and include a
sketch and brief description (name it if you know it).

ORGANISM DESCRIPTION SKETCH NUMBER FOUND

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Acme' 8:

ANALYZING THE DATA
(1-2 days)
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ACTIVITY 8: ANALYZING THE DATA (1-2 days)

CONCEPTS:

OBJECTIVES:

1. Factors such as the substrate, exposure and salinity in
the intertidal zone may strongly influence the Aistribu-
tion of life.

2. Our understanding of the ecological relationships is
limited by the amount of measured data collected.

The students will:
1. construct at least one histogram showing the distribution

of a population of an organism along a transect line.
2. draw some conclusions about a population as it relates to

the environmental factors of slope, sediment size and
exposure.

TEACHER
PREPARATION: Familiarize yourself with the background information supplied

below. There is also a list of animals and descriptions of
habitats that you may want to employ.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURES:

Student Handout, "Beach Environment Data Sheets"
Completed Population Data Sheets from the beach field trip
Centimeter graph paper

1. The class will be pooling their data in order to glean
what information they can from it. A master chart (for
each transect line) such as the one shown below will
clearly show all the population count. (Generally no
more than 10 species make up the dominant life forms on
any one shore. Your chart doesn't have to be huge. Make
a large one rn butcher paper and hang it where all can see.

Stations #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Organisms

Barnacles

Mussels

Limpets

Etc.



Since the stations are numbered sequentially from shore,
this chart gives us information about the distribution
of life compared to the distance from the low tide line.
What can the students say about the distribution of any
one organism relative to the low tide line?

2 It can be misleading to not take other factors, such as
the surface (substrate), exposure and salinity into
acccunt. Be sure the students realize their conclusions
may or may not be correct; many factors can be at work.
It is also difficult to lead a discussion about these
relationships without steering the students to certain
conclusions (e.g., questions like: organism A is always
found close to the low tide or covered by water, what do
you think this means about its habits?)
To avoid these pitfalls, have each team select one or two
organisms and construct a separate histogram for each one
(see below). Then, looking at the environmental data
collected by the whole class, have each group
come to their own conclusions about their one or two
organisms. These conclusions can then be shared and
discussed with the entire class. The distribution of
various species with respect to each other and the envir-
onment can be compared, and the life zones delineated.
Much useful information can be obtained on the ecology of
organisms from such comparisons.

Sample Histogram

Numbers of Organism "X" Found Along Transect Line I

6

5

4

3

2

1

1 2 3 4 5

51

6 7 8 9
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EXTENDED

AcmilES: 1. See ORCA activity packet "Beaches" for studies of zonation.
Can students identify the zones in their study area?

2. Combine the information gathered about the profile of the
beach with the transect study. Are there any relation-
ships between slope and life form?

3. Question for further stimulation: How many animals did
you step on yesterday?

BIBLIOGRAPHY: "Transect Studies",14innesota Environmental Sciences Foundation,
Inc., published by National Wildlife Federation. Available
from: The National Wildlife Federation

1412 16th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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TEACHER INFORMATION SHEET
Profiles and Transects
Optional Activities

PROFILES AND TRANSECTS

1. Review metric measurement if your students are not comfortable with it.
2. Metric activities.
3. Mapping activities--see "Mapping Small Places," Wentworth (bibliography)
4. Using the graph of the profile from the activity, make a scale model of your

beach out of clay, plaster of paris, paper mache, or soft dough.
5. Use several profiles to draw a contour map of the beach you visited. Or

map several contiguous quadrats in detail, using symbols for each organism.
(See Biological Science Curriculum Study Field Ecology and Contour Mapping,
National Wildlife Federation.

1. Scale Measurement

This activity gives practice in using scale measurement_ n graphing and mapping.

Materials for each student: Centimeter graph paper
Metric rulers
Meter stick and tape
List of items to be measured
Pencil and paper

a. Discuss scale as used in maps and charts. Show sample maps. Most maps
would be useless if they were full size (can you imagine putting a map of
Seattle in a book?), so units of measurement are reduced in order to fit
the map onto a piece of paper. Explain that the class will take some
measurements and reduce them proportionally so the lines representing
lengths of measured objects can be compared on graph paper.

b. Prepare a list on the board of what should be measured. Use large objects
that do not differ too widely in size (chairs, desks, height of wall, etc.).
Students should measure in 1 dimension only, i.e., length or height. Have

students take their measurements and record them.
c After measuring and recording, students are given graph paper. Explain

scale of measurement by using illustrations on the board. (1 sq. = 10 cm,

or 1 sq. = 50 cm, or 1 sq. = 1 meter). Have students use a scale which
is appropriate for the measurements taken. Have them transfer their
measurements to the graph--one vertical line is drawn for each object
measured, similar to a bar graph.

d. To conclude the activity, have students compare their graphs with those of
other students' and with the objects measured. Have the students graph
the measurements again, using a different scale. Compare the graphs.
Which scale gives the larger figure on the graph?
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NAMES OF ANIMALS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF HABITAT

1. Isopods - under rocks, in sea weed mats, where they
may rera:11 moist during low tides.

11)011,

2. Core crabs - tide pools and under rocks. They are
able to survive tidal exposure if gills remain moist.

3. Worms - they live in tubes and are grouped to sut,ive
wave shock. They feed only during tires w1 an covered
with water.

4. Anemones - they .ze found attached to rocks and in sand.
They close during low tide to conserve water for survival.

5. Jellyfish - free floating and swimming organisms. They
are not accustomed to exposure to air.

6. Fish - swimmers who need gills covered with water at all
times. Found under rocks and sea weed.

7. Sea stars - found on undersid,, of rocks. They hold
water in their water vascular systems to survive exposure
to air.

8. Sea urchins - often bore into soft rock to survive wave
shock. May survive some exposure to air.

9. Barnacles - attached to rocks and other objects by a - tong
glue-like su'istance. They live in groups to break wave
shock. Tney can close their tough shells to survive long
exposure to air.

10. Snail% - found in rocky and tide pool areas. They are able
to withdraw into their shells for extended periods of time.
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Names of Animals and Descriptions of Habitat

11. Mussels - live in groups called "beds" attached by byssal
threads, which hold them securely to rocks and other
strata. Can close shells to conserve water during long
exposure to air.

allP

12. Clyi.tt:ns - mobile organisms with shell plates or tough
water covering. Can adhere tightly to rocks with
muscular feet for frequent, short exposure to air.

a:12:4

13. Clams - found in sandy or soft rocky areas. Each has
a muscular foot for digging into beach to avoid
dessication during low tide.

14. Limpets - single shells which serve as protection during
long exposure to air. Each has a muscular foot which
helps it adhere tightly to rock surfaces so that it
will not be swept away

17Z42
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BEACH PROFILES AND TRANSECTS

VOCABULARY:
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Beach Morphology - the physical characteristics of the beach, including slope,
geology, the presence of rocks or sand, etc.

Ecology - the study of the relationships among living things and their environment.

Exposure - on a beach, the relative degree of moisture and sunshine available.

Guideline the line near the bottom of the sighting pole up to which the pole
is driven into the ground

Histogram- simple graph showing numbers of something plotted against some other
factor (such as distance from low tide line).

Intertidal Zone - area of a beach between low and high tide lines. This area is
subject to daily changes in amount of water and is often densely populated.

Leveling Device - some system used to show when an object is held perfectly
vertical or horizontal. In our equipment, this function is performed by a
plumb line.

Plumb Line - weighted line used to show true vertical. In our case, a string
with a sinker attached.

F pulation members of the same species living in a given area.

Profile a cross-sectional map showing the slope of an ar'a.

Quadrat - a small area within a larger one used to sample a population.

Random Sampling - taking data by chance to .void letting choices you might make
interfere with getting true representative data.

Range Pole - tall pole marked in even gradations that you use to sight towards

Reference Line - vertical line drawn on the sighting pole against which the plumb
line is compared to find vertical.

Salinity - saltiness of a liquid, usually described as percent of salt in solution.

Sediment Size size of the particles found on the ground or in rock. On beaches
it would range from fine sand, through pebbles and cobbles to boulders.

Sighting Device - on our equipment, the juice can with a nail hole in one end and
cross hairs on the open end used to sight accurately from a distance.

Substrate - the surface upon which organisms are living: e.g., rocks, mud.

Transect - a line, imaginary or otherwise, used as a guide to study ecological
variation.
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